Animal shelter authorities in San Luis Obispo say that between 16,000 and 18,000 dogs were put to sleep in 1973. They cite the rise in the dog population as the major source of the problems, and suggest that sterilizing dogs is one of the best solutions to the canine "population explosion."

**CHEAPER**

Vegetarianism

While the meat boycott was a temporary and partial solution to the meat crisis, another concrete and feasible answer to the current problem is vegetarianism.

Unless strict vegetarianism is considered, which excludes dairy products, a good nutritional diet would have to be very carefully planned. But according to Mrs. Marilyn Luke, home economics and food instructor here, the nutritional content of meat and fish can be easily supplemented with foods such as milk, cheese, and grains.

"A healthy vegetarian diet is simply a good combination of foods," said Mrs. Luke. She added that soy beans and corn alone are substantial meat substitutes. Her only caution to those considering such a diet was to make sure a good combination of foods is eaten.

According to Tidwell, many people who take dogs can't afford to feed them, and the number of unwanted and abused dogs increases.

The actual shelter, crowded to capacity, keeps dogs for a minimum of three days before putting them to sleep. Purposes and the more attractive non-deased animals are kept as long as space and money can be provided. With a daily turnover of 40-50 dogs picked up it is unfortunate necessary to dispose of many healthy, plavelable dogs.

The need for some form of control on the canine population explosion would greatly alleviate the problem.

A special review board of five students, four faculty members, and four administrators recommended to President Robert Kennedy early Wednesday morning that the "Best of the First Annual New York Erotic Film Festival" not be shown on campus.

Kennedy will make the final decision. The review board was aided by a majority vote that AFI finals and buildings would not be used to present this type of film.

The "Best of the New York Erotic Film Festival" is a series of 10 to 15 films dealing with what appears to be any representation of S&M from manorial to intercourse.

The AFI Films Committee first decided to show the movie last December, overriding a veto by Randy Denant, committees member and administration representative.

The Films Committee then submitted a package of information to Dean of Students Everett Chandler, including reviews and reactions on other campuses where the movie has been shown. Chandler then scheduled the prior-review board which saw the movie Wednesday in order to make a recommendation to Pres. Robert Kennedy.

Shari Walters, the only female member of the board, described the film as "hard core." She said that she saw it as a film portraying "sex for sex sake."

A majority of the students present voted against the film, according to Dean Chandler. He speculated on the "value judgment" of the board by saying that this campus should "set a standard."

Two out of the twelve board members voted in favor of showing the film, and one of those who did was history professor John Bengtanger. "I think (continued on page 7)

**Thumbs down on film**

A little bit of color has been added to the gray walls of the Julian A. McPhee University Union. A colorful abstract mural, designed by Varn Bresnan, an instructor in the School of Architecture and Environmental Design, and painted by the members of SCARAB, a honor society for architecture students, was placed on the wall of Mustang Lounge last Sunday.

The mural, an abstraction of the official seal of the state universities and colleges, was the brain-child of architecture student Ronald Allen. Allen decided last spring that the Union Plaza had to be heightened up so he took his idea to the Board of Governors of the University Union. After selling his idea to the Board he cleared legal obstacles with the Chancellor's office. The Board of Governors commissioned Bresnan to design the mural. Bresnan's design includes abstraction of the seal of the California State Universities and Colleges, an outline of the California coast, a form of Bishop Peak and the seven schools of instruction. The mural was designed to use the school colors, green and gold. Other colors were also added to give the mural some spice.

In mid-February of this year, Allen took charge of SCARAB and began construction of the mural. It was made into two sections of plywood that were all painted in sections and made to fit together to form the 25-foot by 18-foot mural.

**Colorful mural covers University Union wall**

**City canine community is 'going to the dogs'**

by MICHAEL ANDREWS

San Luis Obispo has gone to the dogs, according to Word's Animal Shelter statistics. Bill Tidwell and five other officers handled 13,000 dogs in 1973. Of these, Tidwell estimated that 10,000-15,000 were put to sleep while the others were placed, not always, in the best of homes.

According to Tidwell, many people who take dogs can't afford to feed them, and the number of unwanted and abused dogs increases.

The actual shelter, crowded to capacity, keeps dogs for a minimum of three days before putting them to sleep. Purposes and the more attractive non-deased animals are kept as long as space and money can be provided. With a daily turnover of 40-50 dogs picked up it is unfortunate necessary to dispose of many healthy, plavelable dogs.

The need for some form of control on the canine population explosion would greatly alleviate the problem.

**Dorm rules reformed**

"Trust me like a duita" was the cry that triggered a change in dorm housing - rules. 24 hour visitation is now in effect.

Robert Boetrom, director of Housing said that the students wanted to be treated like adults by starting with 24 hour visitation.

A greater lack of privacy could occur as Roxanne Higdon, a Home Economics major, and Ladens Arguelles, alodal Science major, both of Yosemite Hall said, "We both like it, but privacy may be limited with 24 hour visitation. People in and out at all times."

"The Resident Assistants (RA) no longer have to patrol the rooms. It caused nervousness, but now we feel comfortable. Also the friction between the RA and the student has been cut down and we both like it," said Kathy Barry, a Child Development Major and Arlans Holst a Home Economics Major (continued on page 5)
EDITORIAL

Censorship—voluntary and senseless

Censorship is a dirty word—and one often used too lightly.

The ASI Films Committee has a membership of 14 students and administrative advisors. They meet weekly with the express purpose of censoring by selection what movies will be shown on campus throughout the year. It is a form of censorship that few complain about.

Wednesday morning a small group of people watched a film and decided to advise Pres. Robert Kennedy that the movie should not be seen on campus. There is little doubt that the president will accept the recommendation.

In effect, then, a dozen people have decided what movies will be shown on campus throughout the year. Any one can attend a Films Committee meeting, offering opinion, criticism and advice. And in the end, as an economic fact, what students decide will see, students place their votes for a film selection job well done by purchasing a ticket.

The essence of this censorship is that students submit to it voluntarily as an expedient way to choose films and that they are free to observe the selection process.

Twelve people—four students, advisors and faculty—on Wednesday morning engaged in unfettered and unjustified censorship.

It is student money that is slated to bring the "Erotic Film Festival" to campus. The request for a review board came from the administration, however, not from students. It is student planning that is involved, yet two-thirds of the board were non-students.

It is the job of the First Annual New York Erotic Film Festival."An that is censorship—the kind that is at question, yet students could not freely enter the meeting to observe criteria used in the decision.

Most students would probably have no desire to see an erotic film, and most would probably rather not waste ASI funds on renting it. But that should be a student decision.

When the ASI Films Committee students voted to bring the film to campus, perhaps they made a mistake or a decision that students in general would not have agreed with.

But when the administration decided to baby sit morality they made an even larger mistake—of senseless censorship.

Student urges 'objectionable' film to be shown

"Women are preferable to live with than men"

"Women are preferable to live with than men"

Whatever his problems are, I pity him, for the poor little person that he is. If he feels that the ideas held by the supporters of Women's Lib (and there are many more than he realizes) would force him to go live in a monastery with other men this is all well and good. For I would much rather live with a woman than a woman's lib or not, than live with other men.

James W. Smith

MOST IMPORTANT TO Ashton is, as he says, "becoming a vegetarian makes him much more aware of the importance of life."

Vegetarianism as an answer to most crises seems to be going to the extreme, but it does, on an individual basis, solve the problem if not alleviate it. "I didn't even know about the crisis until a few days ago," Ashton.
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Representative here to recruit new volunteers to go overseas

Students get involved

Jane is a 45-year-old emotionally and physically handicapped adult at Avila School for functional living. Jane is one of 12,000 patients at Atascadero State Hospital. Jane is a 10-year-old with a reading problem. She is not really one person with all these problems but Student Community Services offers students on this campus a chance to help many Jane throughout the community with a variety of problems and needs.

Our biggest problem is letting students know that we exist," said Rocky Camp, student director. "There are many students who want to get involved with the community and are doing so through this organisation.

A variety of programs need student volunteers to help them grow and develop, according to Camp. One of the most successful programs is the tutorial project. It is broken into two programs. One half of the project involves only black children and the other half involves tutoring students from Pacheco Elementary School and San Luis Obispo Senior and Jr. High Schools. About 50 tutors are working in this program.

"The tutorial program is open to anyone who can spend a few hours a week helping children," said Camp. "The teachers refer children to us when they need help. The tutors pick out the children they want to help from the card file.

Another program involving work with children is Chris Jaspersen School. Volunteers in this program work with multi-handicapped children. Children are taught games, swimming and taken on tours throughout the county.

The Community Breakfast Program provides a breakfast and recreational and educational programs for children from low income families every Saturday in one of the parks. Volunteers are needed to cook the breakfast, teach games, lead field trips and transport children.

"Volunteers are really needed Students are sensitive about dorm rules..." (continued from page 1)

Economics major, who both live at Santa Lucia Hall.

The only bad feelings on the subject of the 24 hour visitation was the fact that Muir Hall, and one other Hall, did not get the visitation right. There was a poll that was taken and at the time, these two Halls did not show enough votes for the visitation right. Jim Finlayson, an Industrial Engineering major, who lives at Muir Hall said, "I am opposed to the limited hours still enforced at Muir Hall. We do not have 24 hour visitation, but I think it's great and wished we
Historian talk slated Friday

The Science and Society Colloquium sponsored by the Physics Department will be presenting Dr. Carroll Pursell, historian at the University of California, Santa Barbara as guest speaker. His talk entitled, "The Promise of Technology Assessment," will be given Friday at 5 p.m. in the Science Building Room E-17.

Pursell will review both our government's programs assessing the technology of this century and the weaknesses in current approaches.

Dr. Pursell, who is active in and notable for studies into the nature of technology in political-historical contexts, has in recent years edited or co-edited five books addressed to topics such as the military-industrial complex, politics of American science, and the impact of technology on American life and Western civilization.

Dr. Pursell will also be giving one of the lectures in the Leonardo Da Vinci celebration entitled, "The Challenge of Technology to Christianity". The lecture sponsored by the School of Communication Arts and Humanities will be delivered at 4 p.m. on Friday in the Cal Poly Theatre.

THE PARTS HOUSE
SPEED EQUIPMENT-AUTO PARTS
20% off to Cal Poly STUDENTS
565 Higuera St. S.L.O.
843-4344

SPRINKLE SCENTED TALCUM POWDER FOR A SENSUAL FINISHING TOUCH.
STRAWBERRY-CUCUMBER - LEMON-ORANGE $2.00

KAMA SUTRA OIL-THE OIL OF LOVE. FOUR OUNCES AT $8.00

THE ART-OF-SENSUAL MASSAGE KIT. WITH BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS AND AMPLE OIL ($7.98 VALUE) $8.00

388 monterey st
Human Liberation

Women’s right advocate Shirly Boccaccio will speak in Chumash Auditorium, Thursday night, April 11. The free program begins at 8:00 p.m. The title of her talk will be “Racial Stereotypes versus Human Liberation.” Shirly, a member of the National Organization for Women (NOW), is a multi-talented woman who became interested in the Women’s Movement. She believes that human achievement is no longer an individual matter but one “where everyone must have freedom of opportunity regardless of sex, race, or national origin.” Being an active member of the NOW for over two years, Shirly has contributed her time and talent in supporting its goals.

Shirly has observed that women who commit themselves to the Liberation Movement find it a great source of strength, courage, and confidence. She also feels that women must organize to effectively change the conditions that women are put into in the society of today. It’s part of an evolving social ethic; where NOW is trying to bring women into the mainstream of American life “in truly equal partnership with men.”

Shirly always has been a women’s lib activist, for she first studied art, earning her Bachelor of Arts degree from Lake Forest College, Illinois. Professionally she is a free lance artist, participating in many shows and gallery exhibits. Recently, she began combining art with writing, and she has begun designing and writing books for young children. Ms. Boccaccio feels that the present “school text books are sexist; they are degrading to the dignity of the female, as well as the male child, and are probably violating the constitutional rights of children.”

The University Union Craft Center proudly presents it’s 1st annual POLY ROYAL SALE 1978

April 17, 9-4 P.M.
April 18, 9-4 P.M.

Please come into the Craft Center (UU 111) and pick up an application and more information, or contact Tom Todd, Jr. at 844-8881.

Fine Arts Committee Presents:
Potterv III
in
Union Gallery
Opening Reception and Announcement of Awards Tuesday, April 17 8-10pm
Exhibition Hours Noon-8 pm April 18-30th

The Best of the First Annual N.Y. Erotic Film Festival

Moze Allison, pianist-singer-composer since the mid 1960s will perform in the Men’s Gym on April 13 at 9 p.m.

Moze Allison began his career in New York playing with Stan Getz, Gerry Mulligan, and Al Cohn and Soot Bong among others on just radio. It was with these people that he began developing his own individual and “arresting” style of vocals and piano performance. As Allison put it, “one of the things that is most important in my approach is the interaction between the voice and the way I accompany myself.”

His first album, called “Don’t Worry About A Thing,” was released in 1966. Since that time he has managed to earn the sobriquet “Moze’s Machine,” “The Word From Moze,” “Moze Alive,” “Wild Man On The Ladies,” “I’ve Been Deejay Some Things” and “HELLO There, Universe.”

Banking Moze are Lee Charles on drums and Clyde Flowers playing bass.

As one reviewer put it, “It’s not often that wisdom comes knocking so close to home. Or so easy to swing with.” Along with Allison will be the jazz duo of Dee Clark and Johnny Almond.
Kenneth A. Silva, city council candidate.

Some campaign issues in the San Luis Obispo City Council race have been overshadowed by the topic of flood protection. However, one candidate is not overlooking urban problems.

Kenneth Silva, a lawyer and resident of San Luis Obispo, is pushing his campaign on three central issues: the development of a city transportation system, the establishment of a more effective planning and greater citizen participation in city government.

A recent graduate from the School of Architecture and Environmental Design at this university, Silva has worked on city and university projects studying transit problems and alternatives to the car.

Silva is vice-chairman of the transportation committee and a member of the Community Advisory Board. In addition, Silva has spent a six-month internship in the management resources planning portion of Information Master Plan Action.

According to Silva, he is seeking a seat on council to initiate work on a public transportation system.

Effective city planning and citizen participation are key issues in Silva's campaign platform.

"The way the city is growing, the city staff doesn't have time to work out specific plans for development of the city. The alternatives are to beef up the city staff and receive more citizen input," Silva explained.

Asked if he could reach his objectives, if he is elected, Silva said, "I believe I could work effectively with the council to present these opinions. I'll try to be an aggressive and active councilman, doing research into each issue, so I can make the right decision."

Silva is the co-owner of Genesis Design, an architectural and planning agency.

RE-ELECT COUNCILMAN GRAHAM SUPPORTS BIKE PATHS

Hauser wants to "unify" city council

One city council candidate's name will reappear on the 1978 council ballot even if he wins on April 17. Council hopeful Ray Hauser plans to resign his seat after two years and seek re-election for the remainder of his term.

During which citizens can voice problems and seek questions about city government.

"These will be ways of receiving citizen input on what kind of job I'm doing. After two years I will either think I'm doing a good job and re-elect me or elect someone else," he explained.

"I am personally not satisfied with the way city business is being conducted. I would be more responsive to the residents of this community. I can make a contribution due to my background," he said.

A community split by different views is one of Hauser's major concerns. "We have to unify a very, very, very divided community," he commented.

Havina 18 years experience in engineering at the planning, project engineering and managing engineer levels plus over three years as an interdisciplinary discipline director at this university, he feels he is qualified to handle the job.

Even though this is his first big political battle, he believes he can organize his ideas within the city government structure.

I will implement my entire platform. I am not backed by any special interest group and will not be politicians dictated by any group. I will be responsible to the people at large," he said.

Animal shelter crowded; help is needed...

(continued from page 1)

The situation, according to Tilden, is that the canines community, allowed to freely propagate their numbers, are suffering the cramps of their own population explosion. The county puts to sleep thousands of dogs that otherwise would be unwanted, starving, and abused strays.

All of the Student Community Programs need volunteers, especially Avila School and the United Church Care Center," said Camp. "Our programs are ever changing and we welcome suggestions for developing more programs."

Students may get involved by calling 466-5270 or dropping in Union 311.

RAIT presents funky prize to hairiest chest

The debut of the Hairsty Cux Contest is to be staged by the Recreation and Tournament Committee during University Hour at 11 a.m. in the University Plaza today.

Male and female chests are eligible and hair may be painted or pasted on so you may want to parade your tattoo. Prizes will be in a fun-size vein and there will be no entry fee. You may sign up at the University Game Desk or at 11 a.m. today in the University Plaza.
Intramural football ends The
with Tropicanna on top

by DEBBIE WILLIAMS

The 1973 intramural flag football season finally ended Sunday afternoon when Tropicanna was defeated by Mob Squad by a touchdown in the final quarter to win the championship. The final score was 20-12.

The score remained close throughout the majority of the game. The first touchdown was scored by Tropicanna on a pass from quarterback Randy Roso to defensive lineman Randy Ramos. Tropicanna led Mob Squad by a touchdown at the half. The final score was 20-12.

Intramural Schedule

| April 19 | BADMINTON TOURNAMENT (main) | 1-6 p.m. |
| April 20 | FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT (main) | 1-6 p.m. |
| April 21 | TENNIS TOURNAMENT (main) | 1-6 p.m. |
| April 22 | BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT (main) | 1-6 p.m. |
| April 23 | VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT (male) | 1-6 p.m. |

L&M race tickets ready

Tickets for the L&M Championship (May 4) are now on sale at the Chamber of Commerce and King and Queen Street. Laguna Seca Raceway will be the location for the race which will include drivers from England, New Zealand, Australia and South Africa, as well as the cream of the American crop.

The new pilot class is the first of many to be conducted through the Intramural department on campus. Participating in the program this year were five leagues, each of which consisted of approximately eight teams. Among each league were dorm, fraternity, and off-campus teams, the only prerequisite being that the participants be a student.

A series of eight games within each league determined the best teams of the league who were to enter the playoffs. The four playoff games ended Sunday and named Tropicanna the championship team.

The undefeated Tropicanna team consisted of twelve students, most of whom are residents of Tropicanna Village. As a reflection of Tropicanna's victorious season, the team never lost the opening toss.

Captain Joe Tilton attributes the team's success to the close-knit relationship between the members. "We play together and stand together; we don't lose our composure," said Tilton.

Environment of Australia topic of speech

"The Australian Environment and Protection Programs" will be the topic of a speech by Jack C. Fraser, Regional Manager of Region III of the California Department of Fish and Game. Fraser's position makes him chief officer for the environmental protection of the central coastal area of California. He will speak tonight at 6 p.m. in Science North room 118.

Archie's to study East

Venice, the Adriatic Sea, Istanbul, Turkey, and Persia is just a few of the places visited, finally, by the students of Architecture 303, as they trace the steps of Marco Polo.

The non-western architecture class is following the medieval traveler's steps geographically to study the "architectural, or "architecture of the unknown world.

The new pilot class is the first of its kind offered and is taught by Vern Swanson, and Carlton Swanson, both architecture professors. The three units class, open to anyone, is mostly a slide and lecture presentation.

The professors are using Marco Polo's travels as a base to study the architecture of the non western world. They are following Polo's overland route through the modern countries, China, Korea, Japun, Southeast Asia, and the Himalayas. However, on the water route back to Venice, the class will change the route and stop over in ancient America, taking in the architecture of Mexico and Peru.

The class looks at the architecture of each area from the beginning of history to the present time. Swanson said that since in the future they will be able to branch out and include a class where the students would fictionally travel through Africa, stopping at various villages and cities.

on sale

4.98 - 2.99
5.98 - 3.19
6.98 - 4.49
9.98 - 6.29

We buy & sell used records
Stanford comes for volleyball

The Stanford University volleyball club visited here today for an 8 p.m. match with the Mustangs, slated for Cramond Gym. It should be one hell of a match,” said Mustangs’ coach Mike Pau. “They are a great club team, just like us, and they suffer the same problems.”

The host club has a season record of 13-8-4 and is coming off of an eighth-place finish at Saturday’s Santa Barbara Collegiate Tournament. The club advanced to the quarterfinals only to be knocked off by Pepperdine. Stanford did not advance with the same success.

Flightsmmons is doubtful whether or not Harry Johnson will return to the lineup. The junior sustained a thumb injury during the Santa Barbara Tournament. Admission to the affair is 30 cents.

Fresno slams Mustang baseball

The Mustang baseball team lost a slugfest, 10-7, to California State University, Fresno, Tuesday and with the loss saw its overall record slip to 16-4.

The Mustangs, who were down 6-1 through six innings, battled back to score six runs in the seventh inning as they sent two more runs to put the game out of reach.

Outfielder Zagarlino collected three hits in the lose and outfielder Marple had two hits.

The Debate hiqued, consisting of Chuck Adams and Gary Lamprecht won two of its matches and lost four.

Boots are the fashionable replicas of hiking boots. They look like hiking boots, but lack the essentials which make a hiking boot a better shoe.

There are certain parts of hiking boots--the shank and the toe counter--which make them stronger and safer. These parts carry you and your pack while protecting your feet from abrasion (blisters) and muscle fatigue and injury.

It’s more fun to hike boots than that! We want you to know about boots to your outdoor adventures are not marred by hurt feet. Drop by and hear what we have to say about boots. Your toes will thank you for it!

Mustang Sports

VOLLEYBALL—vs Stanford, today, 6 p.m., Cramond Gym. TENNIS—at Long Beach Classic, today through Saturday, all day.